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About This Game

Groovy is a physics-based platformer game with puzzle elements, that will require from you speed, reaction, reflexes and
attentiveness.

Groovy is a robotic sphere that exists in the abstract and crazy world of mechanisms. The game world is divided into two modes
- Arcade and Survival, each of them filled with a unique environment, challenges and enemies.

Try your strength and get a new gaming experience by playing with a ball!

Key features:

 two absolutely different game modes;

 48 levels in Arcade Mode;

 36 from 360 randomly selected levels in Survival Mode;

 100+ special effects;
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 12 unique game items, that let you create own game strategy;

 50 music tracks in Electronic, Trance, Techno and EDM style;

 random level elements, that adds unpredictability in the game;

 32 customizable Groovy skins;

 at least 6 hours of gameplay.
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Title: GROOVY
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
SGS Team
Publisher:
SGS Team
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7 SP2, 8, 8.1, 10 64-bit

Processor: Dual Core 2.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GTX 550 Ti / AMD® HD 5770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

Additional Notes: Full supports, Xbox 360 Controller for Windows

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian
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It's longer than The Order 1886. Even though there is no speech nor todays fancy graphics, the gameplay is great. Yes it is a
linear game, but it is alot of fun. The first fight you get into, you'll probably get your butt handed back to you, so you look for
another solution, Then once you figure out what you need to do before you get into that brawl, it becomes much more
managable. The puzzles are pretty straight forward, they are common sense. It does take a little bit of an effort to understand the
mechanics of the game, but once you do it is fun to play.
 You will spend the most of your time fighting, the turn-base system, is ok as well, you need to pay attention to the amount of
action points you have, ie...you have your Cleric cast bless on someone, then you cast regeneration in the same turn, but nothing
happens and it is the next characters turn, you are like WTF happened, But the next time around when it is your Clerics turn
again, the first thing he does is cast regeneration on the toon you had told him to do it on. So with that in mind, you need to plan
ahead.
 They say it should take 15-20 hours to play, but maybe because I like to see what all my options are, it took me a little longer,
or maybe if you know what to do, it might take the suggested time. All in all it was a good game to help me get through the
weekend. And now that I know what needs to be done, I'll play it again.
. Really relaxing game and is still getting substantial updates 7 years after it was released.. Good horror. I like the games by
Yuriy. You should buy this game!. I bought and played for it's nostalgia value (to me).
even though it was a miss with the release and finished product, there's still cool concepts there.
FMVs are amusing enough :-)

I'd recommend this game if you're into old shooters. or specifically Terra Nova.
Enjoyed it back in the day and enjoyed replaying it and realizing the story is way more shallow and shorter than I remembered.
Beyond the nostalgia factor, the idea of a one button platformer with game boy esthetic is cool. it's a bit strange to have a
character who can only jump and move forward automatically it can be hard to manage, the timing must be really tight and the
gameplay goes in that way. It's a curious mix between kirby and super meat boy. I recommand it.. *exhale* It seems many who
label themselves as "gamers" have infinitesimal knowledge of the awe-inspiriing work of ToG (Tales of Game's for all the
uneducated droll who have inhabited the underside of a rock since conception), which is an abhorrent shame that plagues this
community of vidcons. Pozzo Jello Crusade being the most current release of the studio has clearly not obtained the attention it
so deserves. ToG has a clear understanding of the superior Japanese market, yet vanilla-brand "gamers" still occupy themselves
with the likes of NBA 2k16 (which clearly breaks the "one-sports-game-a-year" rule of the vidcon industry, and can't even ever
top the other b-ball games ToG themselves have released). Jello Crusade incorporates the max-talented, DOOM-
MURDERHEADS, gz and laz, and clearly reiterates the talents of ToG's own Nobuo Uematsu as lead composer. I see my
humble self as aligned with TRUE DOOM-MURDERHEADISM, so my opinion is one you can obviously trust (as if my point
hasn't been proven fact already). Pottsu~o no zer\u012b no j\u016bjigun is clearly one of the years best releases and can only be
topped by the hopefully soon released Queklainn no Vengeant.

- Truckpump. I feel that they've released this game a bit too early there's hardly anything to do it. It would've been best it they
finished a bit more and had more to offer on EA release date already it's put a rather bad taste on people. I think reason for
them releasing it so early is either trying to build up a player base/community, monitor social interaction and how they can
improve upon it, or trying to get some early profit through microtransactions (hopefully not the last one). This game already has
a pretty well established community of followers and Kickstarters they could've waited before EA release with a bit more. If
you were a regular user of Playstation Home back on the PS3 before it's shutdown you know why this exists but to anyone who
is new you'll probably be a bit turned away from it. In the game's current state I can't really recommend it to anyone because like
fore mentioned just not enough to show for to really past a sensible amount of judement in my opinion.
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A nice simple platformer that does its job quite well. Nothing deep and meaningful here.. run, jump and collect blocks. The
bonus games feel somewhat pointless. Enjoyable for an hour or so.. but the novelty wears off quickly.. Well, I bought this game
for 2 bucks and let me tell you their necks aren't even red!! I like the earlier works
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Lip Baby but I think they lost their age when uncle Ralph joined the band. As for
gameplay, something something unrealistic fart gas and visceral tractor farts. Hahah. The game features
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of tracks and customizable tractors. What self respecting redneck wouldn't have
guns on his trackor or even a flag? USA USA USA. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Obama. After beating the hardest difficulty,
you unlock the fedora for your driver which grants you max level of euphoria. Jewbama.. "YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED
BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
. Automatically gets a thumbs down for not having a tutorial. I always feel like a game doesn't value my time when they're too
lazy to release a game that I've paid for which doesn't include a tutorial. I don't care that it's Early Access, it's a game for which
I've spent money. If the developer doesn't think teaching their players to play the game they released is important, I couldn't care
less about learning it. I'm not interested in spending hours learning how to play their game before playing it.. Job well done. I
just got into gaming on the PC last week.. I dont know what took me so long but thats another story. I was looking for something
different.. I didnt know what different was but I knew I would know it when I see it.. Well, Filthy Lucre is definately it! Simple,
difficult, and enjoyable.. I've downloaded about 17 games since last week. (Can you tell I've been starving for a gaming PC?)
from Player Uknown, Subsistence, Beam NG, etc.. I enjoy them all but none have grabbed me like Filthy Lucre.. Its a good
one!. Beautiful looking and sounding game with a high skill cap; you can beat the game in 2 hours or master it in 80. 11\/10
would buy again, absolutely LOVED it!. cool game!!!. i cant use it how i use this super characters
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